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Announcements


Jimmie Head’s mother passed away and
the funeral was Saturday the 16th.



Mark McCollum continues to need
ongoing prayers as he continues he chemotherapy treatments.



On Wednesday evening we will meet at
6:00 PM to share a meal and then write
notes of encouragement.

Bobbye
Wright had a
serious fall and
could use
prayers.



I S S U E

Mark
McCollum,
Reagan Kenyon, Pam Richard’s Parents,
Sasha Tompkins & La
Donna Gammill all need
your prayers as
they continue to
seek great results.
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Benevolence Update
We are collecting tuna, canned tomatoes
and whole pickles for the Portales Christian
Children’s Home this month. As we joked
last week, this is the breakfast of champions :-)
We need FIFTY items by the end of this
month.

Pam Richard’s father is not doing well
in his battle against cancer and could use
some extra prayers.

Beverly and Clifford Gunn,
Robyn Drake,
Judy Roybal, JO
Vick, Dick and
Judy Bird, Belle
Yokum, Willie
Johnson, Larry
Reeder, Koben
Puckett , are all
in need of
prayers.

Silas Shotwell will bring the lesson today

Calendar of Events

Men Serving this Month

June 20— Working for the Master at 6 PM
June 24— Ben Morenes from EEM will
preach on Sunday morning.



Announcements: Tom Oliver



Scripture:



Song Service: Mark McCollum

Happy Birthday
June 13— Jace Richards
June 19— Les Miller
Anniversaries—
June 18— Scott & Laura Lewis

July 1— Potluck Sunday
July 8—Migul from Mexico will be here. We
will have a potluck.
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Avoid Those Potholes by Mark Waltenbaugh

I want to spend some time getting practical about the things in our lives that tempt us and look at
some ways we can gain victory over them. To begin this journey, I'll ask you to imagine your temptations like
potholes in the road of your life. Every road has it's potholes, but there are ways to keep from harming your
car as you navigate them.
Here's the truth about potholes. Some roads have many, some have few. Some roads we drive are
taken by choice and some by necessity. In order to enjoy the smoothest ride, you likely do what I do when it
comes to potholes. I either one, avoid the roads that have the greatest number of potholes, or two, learn to
avoid the potholes in the roads I must use when there are no alternative routes. This same principle is the
starting point of gaining victory over our temptations.
You know when and where you are tempted most. So, only you can identify the "potholes" (things,
places, people that tempt you) in the road that you need to avoid. You'll have to decide among two choices
that will help you stay out of danger.
First, commit to finding new roads in life when the ones you are accustomed to taking have too many
temptations for you. This can only apply to the situations that are optional for you, things like what hobbies
you participate in, the circle of friends you choose, the things you watch on TV, etc. Make a covenant with
yourself to stop going to the places that thrust you into temptation, stop seeing the things that cause you to
sin. Make a covenant, keep it before you, and hold to it without compromise.
Second, when you're on roads you can't avoid, you need to be honest enough with yourself to identify every
"pothole" that tempts you and make a covenant to avoid them. If you struggle with fantasizing about women
you're attracted to, stop gawking at them and look away and be accountable to another man for changing. If
money is a problem, find a way to be accountable for every penny that passes through your hands. It may be
impossible to rid your life of some things, but it's always within your grasp to set up boundaries and parameters that will keep you holy.
James 1 says that it's by our "own evil desire that [we] are dragged away and enticed." Once this desire has "conceived, it gives birth to sin." Once we're honest enough with ourselves to know what drags us
away and entices us, we can avoid the intimate contact it takes for conception to take place! So, identify your
temptations and make a covenant to set up boundaries well in advance and be accountable to a godly guy for
following through on your convictions.
Set your heart on God's will, learn from the examples and warnings of life and set a course to stay out
of the potholes!
Father, we confess that the main reason we fall to temptation is that we refuse to take the steps to
avoid them. We ask that you would reveal our temptations clearly that we might set a course that keeps us
far from their grasp. In Jesus' name, amen.
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